Today’s Daily Report takes a break from the world economy and
world stock markets to point out that it’s been half a century since
we last walked on the moon. The relevance of this? -well, just that
like Covid-19, overcoming the challenges of getting us there were
considerable, but we did it. So it is with overcoming the challenges
of a vaccine to the Coronavirus known as Covid-19. The
technological, scientific and economic knowledge that is required
to defeat the virus is considerable, but if history provides any
guidance here, we will triumph and prevail.
Reaching the moon was a giant leap forward for humankind, cost a
whopping $152 Billion (in today’s dollars) and took eight years to
accomplish following President Kennedy’s announcement. Our
view is that the current race to defeat the epidemiological enemy
that lurks silently in the shadows waiting to claim its next victim, will take less time that that. Science is more
collaborative now than the U.S.-Soviet era, where the contest for extra-celestial bragging rights meant that both
superpowers worked separately and against each other. Today however, it doesn’t matter which country or which
company develops an effective vaccine, the accomplishment will be shared with the world. We are all of the same
race -the human race. The photos of Mother Earth taken by NASA astronauts show the planet alone, fragile and
precariously suspended in the weightless void of outer space. There is no Plan(et) B -we’re it and our future is
assured only when we work together.
If you can, take the Moon Quiz <here> and see how you do (I did
and got an 80%) Not bad for a guy born the year we first stepped
foot on the moon, all the way back in the year 1969! In addition,
here’s a couple of cool trivia about the Apollo program:
*Velcro was created and used as fasteners to hold things in space
*Hammond Organ -as in the kind the played in Church- made
mechanical timers and clocks for the Apollo spacecraft
*The spacesuits worn by Armstrong and crew were developed by a
bra manufacturer International Latex Corporation (who also made
Playtex bras), and cost a whopping $100k each!
*NASA quarantined astronauts after the first few moon missions
upon their return (sound familiar?), out of concern that hazardous
microbes or space germs would be transmitted from there to here.
Astronauts were holed up in a converted Airstream trailer called the
Mobile Quarantine Facility, and missed Thanksgiving with their
families as a result.
That last bit of trivia should make all of us missing loved ones feel at least a little better. Thanks for reading and look
forward to zooming with you soon!
Be safe, be well!
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